Abstract Approximation theory for Lyapunov and Sacker-Sell spectra based upon QR techniques is used to analyze the stability of a one-step method solving a timedependent, linear, ordinary differential equation (ODE) initial value problem in terms of the local error. Integral separation is used to characterize the conditioning of stability spectra calculations. In an approximate sense the stability of the numerical solution by a one-step method of a time-dependent linear ODE using real-valued, scalar, time-dependent, linear test equations is justified. This analysis is used to approximate exponential growth/decay rates on finite and infinite time intervals and establish global error bounds for one-step methods approximating uniformly stable trajectories of nonautonomous and nonlinear ODEs. A time-dependent stiffness indicator and a one-step method that switches between explicit and implicit Runge-Kutta methods based upon time-dependent stiffness are developed based upon the theoretical results.
and methods for their numerical solution were respectively established. The stability of time-dependent (nonautonomous) solutions to ODEs can be determined using a variety of techniques, but does not in general reduce to a time-dependent eigenvalue problem (see the third example on page 24 of [30] or the example at the bottom of page 3 of [14] ). Understanding the stability of numerical methods approximating time-dependent solutions to ODE IVPs is important for preventing spurious computational modes, detecting and quantifying stiffness, and controlling the global error. The complementary dynamical systems viewpoint is that the dynamics of numerical solutions should mimic the dynamics of differential equations. In this paper we embrace both of these points of view and use Lyapunov and Sacker-Sell spectral theory to develop a time-dependent stability theory for one-step methods approximating solutions of ODE IVPs.
Our contribution is to establish a Lyapunov stability theory for variable step-size one-step methods approximating time-dependent solutions of ODE IVPs that can fail to satisfy the hypotheses of AN-and B-stability theories (see Equation 1 .1 below for an example of such an ODE). We use integral separation, the time-dependent analog of gaps between eigenvalues, to characterize the conditioning of computations of time-dependent stability spectra. The main results, Theorems 3.3 and 3.4, harness the fact that the numerical solution of a nonautonomous linear ODE of dimension d by a one-step method defines a nonautonomous linear difference equation of dimension d. A time-dependent and orthogonal change of variables is employed to transform to a linear difference equation with an upper triangular coefficient matrix, from which spectral endpoints and integral separation properties can be determined from the diagonal entries. Theorem 3.3 concludes that if the coefficient matrix of the ODE is bounded and continuous, then the Sacker-Sell spectrum of the numerical solution approximates that of the ODE. Theorem 3.4 concludes that if the ODE has an integral separation structure, then the Lyapunov and Sacker-Sell spectrum of the numerical solution accurately approximate the spectra of the ODE in terms of the local truncation error. The endpoints of the spectra can then be estimated from the diagonal entries of the resulting upper triangular coefficient matrix. These theorems together with Lemma 3.1 are then used to justify characterizing the stability of a one-step method solving a nonautonomous linear ODE of dimension d with d scalar, real-valued, nonautonomous linear test equations. We then show (Theorem 3.5) the necessity of controlling time-dependent stability through a step-size restriction and prove Theorem 3.6 showing that the stability of a Runge-Kutta method solving a complex-valued, scalar, nonautonomous linear test equation can be approximately characterized by when the time-averages of the coefficient function lie in the linear stability region of the method.
The linear stability results are applied to prove two theorems (Theorems 4.1 and 4.2) on the numerical solution by a one-step method of a uniformly exponentially stable solution of a nonlinear and nonautonomous ODE. Theorem 4.1 provides a global error bound for the numerical solution of a uniformly exponentially stable trajectory of a nonlinear IVP in terms of the local truncation error. Theorem 4.2 shows that the numerical approximation of a uniformly exponentially stable trajectory is uniformly exponentially stable with decay rates approximately those of the exact solution. The nonlinear results, which draw on the spirit of the one-step approximation theory de-veloped in [5] , [27] , and [29] , show that the spectral stability of the numerical solution of a nonlinear ODE IVP by a one-step method can be characterized and quantified in terms of the spectral stability of the numerical solution of the associated linear variational equation.
The linear and nonlinear theoretical results are applied in Section 5. In Section 5.2 we develop an efficient time-dependent stiffness indicator and in Section 5.3 we develop a one-step method, referred to as a QR-IMEX-RK method, that switches between using implicit and explicit Runge-Kutta methods. Our stiffness indicator is computed using Steklov averages approximated from the discrete QR method for computing Lyapunov exponents [22] . This indicator is in general more efficient to compute than methods such as that proposed in Definition 4.1 of [11] that require approximating logarithmic norms or time-dependent eigenvalues and additionally our indicator is able to detect stiffness in IVPs with non-normal Jacobians where logarithmic norms and time-dependent eigenvalues can fail to indicate stiffness. Being able to detect stiffness efficiently and robustly is necessary in the context of our QR-IMEX-RK methods where we switch between using an implicit or explicit RungeKutta method based on where approximate Steklov averages are at each time-step in relation to the linear stability regions of the explicit and implicit methods.
The stability of numerical solutions of ODE IVPs is a classic topic in numerical analysis dating back at least to the PhD thesis of Dahlquist (published as [16] ) and also [15, 17] where concepts such as A-stability were first introduced. Other stability theories for the numerical solution of nonautonomous and nonlinear ODE IVPs, such as B-stability [9] or algebraic stability and AN-stability [8] provide an analysis for various classes of ODEs that are monotonically contracting. The equivalences amongst these nonlinear and nonautonomous stability theories are investigated in [10] . In the case of Runge-Kutta methods the analysis in AN-, B-, and algebraic stability requires that the methods be implicit and at least A-stable while our analysis holds so long as the method is convergent.
The theory developed in this work is based on the time-dependent spectral stability theories of the Lyapunov and Sacker-Sell spectra. We refer to the monograph [1] by Adrianova as a general reference on time-dependent stability and related topics such as integral separation. The theory of Lyapunov exponents and the associated Lyapunov spectrum arose from the thesis of Lyapunov [33] . The Sacker-Sell spectrum, defined by the values for which a shifted time-dependent linear ODE does or does not admit exponential dichotomy, first appears in the literature in the the fundamental 1978 paper [39] of Sacker and Sell. The Lyapunov spectrum characterizes the exponential stability while the Sacker-Sell spectrum characterizes the uniform exponential stability of a nonautonomous linear ODE or difference equation.
In this paper we apply the QR approximation theory for Lyapunov and SackerSell spectra (see e.g. [18, 20, 21, 23, 24] , [25] , [42] , and [4] ). QR approximation theory constructs the orthogonal factor in a QR factorization of a fundamental matrix solution (in continuous or discrete time) to transform a linear system to one with an upper triangular coefficient matrix. Then, assuming either that the system has an integral separation structure or a bounded and continuous coefficient matrix, the endpoints of the Lyapunov or Sacker-Sell spectrum respectively can be approximated from the diagonal entries of the transformed upper triangular matrix.
The development of our theory is motivated by the following ODE:
where
does not satisfy the hypotheses of B-stability theory since there exists v, w ∈ R 2 so that (v − w) T A(0) T (v − w) > 0 nor AN-stability since λ 1 > 0 is one of the timedependent eigenvalues of A(t). However, by using the change of variables x = L(t)y and Theorem 4.3.2 of [1] , it follows that zero is an asymptotically stable equilibrium of (1.1).
If we solve (1.1) using the implicit Euler method with step-size h 0 > 0 and initial condition (0, 0) T = x 0 ∈ R 2 , then the numerical solution {x n } ∞ n=0 satisfies the following linear difference equation
The implicit Euler method is AN-and L-stable and the expectation would be that it should produce a decaying solution to (1.1) with no step-size restriction. However, if a 1 = a 2 = 2π, h 0 = 1, and λ 1 ∈ (0, 1), then the solution of (1.2) with x 0 = (0, 0) T is such that x n → ∞ as n → ∞ at a rate of (1 − λ 1 ) n where · is any norm on R 2 . In Section 3.1 we prove that there is an h * > 0 so that if h 0 ∈ (0, h * ), then solutions of (1.2) decay to zero. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some definitions, notation, and necessary background material. In Section 3.1 we state Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 which are subsequently proved in Section 3.3. We prove Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 in Section 3.2 which is dedicated to the thorough analysis of a scalar, nonautonomous linear test equation. The nonlinear stability results, Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, are stated and proved in Section 4. In Section 5 we develop a timedependent stiffness indicator and an algorithm for switching between implicit and explicit Runge-Kutta methods based on time-dependent stiffness which are tested on several interesting and challenging problems. Concluding remarks are given in Section 6 and Butcher tableaux with stability and accuracy properties for methods used in Section 5 are given in the appendix in Section 7.
Preliminaries

Stability of initial value problems
Consider the nonautonomous and nonlinear ODĖ
where f : R d × (τ 0 , ∞) → R d for some positive integer d and τ 0 ≥ −∞. We assume that f (x, ·) is bounded for each fixed x ∈ R d and that f is at least
and sufficiently smooth so that each IVP
has a unique and globally defined solution x(t; x 0 ,t 0 ) for all initial conditions x 0 ∈ R d and initial times t 0 > τ 0 .
Fix an arbitrary norm · on R d and use the same symbol · to denote the induced matrix norm on R d×d . Henceforth, whenever we use the word stability we are referring to Lyapunov stability in either continuous or discrete time. Assume that the solution x(t; x 0 ,t 0 ) is bounded in t and consider the linear variational equation:
Since x(t; x 0 ,t 0 ) is bounded in t and f is C 1 it follows that A(·) is bounded and continuous.
Definition 2.1 We say that (2.3) is exponentially stable if for any fundamental matrix solution X(t) of (2.3) there exists γ > 0 and K > 0 so that
3) is said to be uniformly exponentially stable if for any fundamental matrix solution X(t) of (2.3) there exists γ > 0 and K > 0 so that
We characterize exponential and uniform exponential stability using Lyapunov and Sacker-Sell spectra (see [23] for a review of the definitions of these spectra). If the Lyapunov spectrum of (2.3) is contained in (−∞, 0), then (2.3) is exponentially stable. A sufficient condition for uniform exponential stability of zero is that the Sacker-Sell spectrum of (2.3) is contained in (−∞, 0). The linear concepts of exponential stability have the following analogous definitions in the nonlinear setting.
Definition 2.2
The trajectory x(t; x 0 ,t 0 ) is exponentially stable if there exists γ, K, δ > 0 so that if u 0 − x 0 < δ , then x(t; u 0 ,t 0 ) − x(t; x 0 ,t 0 ) ≤ Ke −γ(t−t 0 ) u 0 − x 0 for all t ≥ t 0 . We say that x(t; x 0 ,t 0 ) is uniformly exponentially stable if there exists γ, K, δ > 0 so that for any
If the linear variational equation (2.3) of x(t; x 0 ,t 0 ) is uniformly exponentially stable and f is sufficiently smooth, then x(t; x 0 ,t 0 ) is a uniformly exponentially stable trajectory of (2.1). However, if the linear variational equation of x(t; x 0 ,t 0 ) is exponentially stable, but not uniformly exponentially stable, then we cannot even guarantee that x(t; x 0 ,t 0 ) is stable (see [36] or Equation 14 in [32] for an example).
One-step methods
A one-step method is an approximation to solutions of ODE IVPs (2.2) of the form
where x n ≈ x(t n ; x 0 ,t 0 ), f = f (x,t) is the right-hand side function of (2.1), h is a sequence of step-sizes h = {h n } ∞ n=0 which we always assume is such that 0 < inf n≥0 h n ≤ sup n≥0 h n < ∞, and t n+1 = t n + h n for all n ≥ 0. We let · ∞ denote the l ∞ norm for sequences with h ∞ = sup n≥0 h n . We say that the one-step method (2.4) has local truncation error of order p ∈ N if there exists h * > 0 so that if f ∈ C p+1 and h ∞ ∈ (0, h * ), then the Taylor expansion of any solution x : (t 0 , ∞) → R d of (2.1) is:
where K n = K(t n ) defines some sequence depending on x(t) and its derivatives (in particular {K n } ∞ n=0 will be bounded when x(t) is bounded in t). The numerical solution of a linear ODE of the form (2.3) using a sequence of step-sizes h = {h n } ∞ n=0 by a one-step method with local truncation error of order p ≥ 1 is a nonautonomous linear difference equation of the form x n+1 = Φ A (n; h)x n . This fact is exploited throughout the remainder of the paper.
Spectral theory for continuous time systems
Consider the following d dimensional nonautonomous linear ODĖ
where A : (t 0 , ∞) → R d×d is bounded and continuous. The continuous QR method for transforming (2.5) to upper triangular form is as follows. Consider the following ODE [24] :
Each orthogonal matrix solution Q(t) ∈ R d×d of (2.6) defines a linear systeṁ
where B(t) is upper triangular. We refer to (2.7) as a corresponding upper triangular system (or ODE) to (2.5). Since x = Q(t)y is a Lyapunov transformation the Lyapunov and Sacker-Sell spectral intervals of (2.5) coincide with those of any corresponding upper triangular system. 
For a bounded and continuous A(·), the Sacker-Sell spectrum of (2.5) is continuous with respect to L ∞ (t 0 , ∞) perturbations of A(t) (for a proof see Theorem 6 of [39] or Chapter 4 of [14] ). For the Lyapunov spectrum to be continuous an additional hypothesis must be placed on (2.5). 
Then we say thatẏ = B(t)y and B(t) have an integral separation structure. If the first condition is satisfied for all i < j, then we say that B(t) andẏ = B(t)y are integrally separated. If the system (2.5) has a corresponding upper triangular system that has an integral separation structure, then we say that (2.5) has an integral separation structure and if the corresponding upper triangular system is integrally separated, then we say that (2.5) is integrally separated.
Integral separation is a generic property (see page 21 of [35] ) for linear equations on the half-line with the sup-norm topology. This, together with the following theorem, show why it is natural to assume that a linear equation (2.5) has an integral separation structure when approximating Lyapunov spectral intervals.
Theorem 2.3 (Theorem 5.1 in [23] ) Assume that B : (t 0 , ∞) → R d×d has an integral separation structure and let
denote the Lyapunov spectrum of the ODEẏ = B(t)y. Then the Lyapunov spectrum ofẏ = B(t)y is continuous with respect to L ∞ (t 0 , ∞) perturbations of B(t) and for i = 1, . . . , d we have:
We remark that if (2.5) has a corresponding upper triangular system that has an integral separation structure (respectively is integrally separated), then every corresponding upper triangular system has an integral separation structure (respectively is integrally separated). If the system (2.5) does not have an integral separation, then the Lyapunov spectrum may be unstable (see Example 5.4.2 of [1] ). Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 are the basis for the assumptions that we place on (2.5) in Section 3.
Spectral theory for discrete time systems
Consider a family of nonautonomous linear difference equations of the form
is a sequence of step-sizes, and each {Φ A (n; h)} ∞ n=0 is a bounded matrix sequence where each Φ A (n; h) ∈ R d×d is invertible.
We construct an orthogonal change of variables transforming (2.10) to upper triangular form as follows. Let Q 0 ∈ R d×d be an orthogonal matrix and fix some step-size sequence h. Since Φ A (n; h) is invertible for all n ≥ 0 we can form unique QR factorizations Φ A (n; h)Q n = Q n+1 R A (n; h) where Q n+1 ∈ R d×d is orthogonal and R A (n; h) ∈ R d×d is upper triangular with positive diagonal entries. This process is referred to as a discrete QR iteration. The system u n+1 = R A (n; h)u n where R A (n; h) = Q T n+1 Φ A (n; h)Q n is referred to as a corresponding upper triangular system and its Lyapunov and Sacker-Sell spectra coincide with those of (2.10).
Theorem 2.4 (Section 5.1 of [7] or Corollary 3.25 of [37] ) Fix some step-size sequence h and assume that the sequence {R A (n; h)} ∞ n=0 is bounded and that each R A (n; h) is invertible and upper triangular. Let
Theorem 4.1 of [38] implies that the Sacker-Sell spectrum of (2.10) is continuous with respect to l ∞ (N) perturbations of the coefficient matrix. Discrete integral separation characterizes when the Lyapunov spectrum of (2.10) is continuous.
Definition 2.5 Consider u n+1 = R A (n; h)u n where each R A (n; h) ∈ R d×d is invertible and upper triangular, the sequence {R A (n; h)} ∞ n=0 is bounded, and inf n≥0 R A i,i (n; h) > 0 for i = 1, . . . , d. Let p ≥ 1 and suppose there exists an h * > 0 so that if h ∞ ∈ (0, h * ) and i < j, then one of the two following conditions hold:
1. R A i,i (n; h) and R A j, j (n; h) are discretely integrally separated: there exists b i, j ∈ R and a i, j > 0 so that if n ≥ m, then
2. R A i,i (n; h) and R A j, j (n; h) satisfy that there exists K i, j > 0 such that for each ε > 0 there exist M i, j > 0 so that if n ≥ m, then
We refer to such a system as a system with a p-approximate discrete integral separation structure and say that R A (n; h) has a p-approximate discrete integral separation structure. If the first condition is satisfied for all i < j, then we say that R A (n; h) is discretely integrally separated. If (2.10) has a corresponding upper triangular system with a p-approximate discrete integral separation structure, then we say that (2.10) has a p-approximate discrete integral separation structure.
The following theorem follows from the results proved in [4, 22, 23] .
Theorem 2.6 Suppose u n+1 = R A (n; h)u n is a system with a p-approximate discrete integral separation structure with Lyapunov spectrum
Then, there exists h * > 0 so that if h ∞ ∈ (0, h * ), then for i = 1, . . . , d we have:
Consider the perturbed system z n+1 = (Φ A (n; h)+F n )z n and assume that Φ A (n; h) and Φ A (n; h) + F n are bounded and invertible for all n ≥ 0. Fix Q 0 = Q 0 orthogonal and inductively construct unique QR factorizations Φ A (n; h)Q n = Q n+1 R A (n; h) and (Φ A (n; h) + F n )Q n = Q n+1 R A (n; h) where Q n and Q n are orthogonal and R A (n; h) and R A (n; h) are upper triangular with positive diagonal entries.
Theorem 2.7 (Theorem 7.7 in [4] and Theorem 4.1 in [42])
Suppose that R A (n; h) has a p-approximate discrete integral separation structure.
If G := sup n≥0 G n = sup n≥0 max{ E n , F n } where E n = Q T n+1 E n Q n is sufficiently small, then there exists an h * > 0 so that if h is any sequence of step-sizes with h ∞ ∈ (0, h * ), then there exists an orthogonal sequence of matrices {Q n } ∞ n=0 and K > 0 such thatQ
Main Results
Statement of the main results for linear ODEs
We henceforth fix a one-step method M with local truncation error of order p ≥ 1 and consider a linear system (2.5) with Sacker-Sell spectrum
We make use of the following assumptions to characterize the approximation properties of these two spectra.
Assumption 3.1 The integer p ≥ 1 and the coefficient matrix A(t) of (2.5) is bounded and at least C p+1 .
Assumption 3.2 The ODE (2.5) satisfies Assumption 3.1 and in addition there is a corresponding upper triangular ODĖ y(t) = B(t)y(t) (3.1) with x = Q(t)y that has an integral separation structure defined by the estimates in Definition 2.2.
Let x n+1 = Φ A (n; h)x n denote the numerical solution of (2.5) with initial condition x(t 0 ) = x 0 using M with some sequence of step-sizes h = {h n } ∞ n=0 and let y n+1 = Φ B (n; h)y n denote the numerical solution of (3.1) using M with the same sequence of step-sizes and initial condition y(t 0 ) = y 0 := Q T 0 x 0 . We shall always assume that h ∞ is so small that Φ A (n; h) and Φ B (n; h) are both uniformly bounded and invertible for all n ≥ 0. The matrices Φ B (n; h) are upper triangular since B(t) is upper triangular and each diagonal entry Φ B j, j (n; h) is such that y
is the numerical solution of the scalar equationẏ j (t) = B j, j (t)y j (t) with y j (t 0 ) = 1 using M and the sequence of step-sizes h. Since Φ A (n; h) is invertible for n ≥ 0 we can inductively construct unique QR factorizations of Φ A (n; h)Q n as Φ A (n; h)Q n = Q n+1 R A (n; h) where each Q n is orthogonal, Q 0 = Q(t 0 ), and R A (n; h) is upper triangular with positive diagonal entries.
For the remainder of Section 3 we denote the Lyapunov and Sacker-Sell spectra of
We do not explicitly express the dependence of the spectra of these discrete systems on h. The following two theorems are proved in Section 3.3.
Theorem 3.3 Suppose (2.5) satisfies Assumption 3.1. Given ε > 0, there exists h * > 0 so that if h is any sequence of step-sizes with h ∞ ∈ (0, h * ), then for i = 1, . . . , d:
Theorem 3.4 Suppose (2.5) satisfies Assumption 3.2. There exists h * > 0 so that if h is any sequence of step-sizes with h ∞ ∈ (0, h * ), then the following three conclusions hold.
1. The systems y n+1 = Φ B (n; h)y n and u n+1 = R A (n; h)u n have p-approximate discrete integral separation structures and R A (n;
The following corollary is immediate from the conclusions of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4.
Corollary 3.1 If (2.5) satisfies Assumption 3.1 and max 1≤i≤d β i < 0, then there exists h * > 0 so that if h is any sequence of step-sizes with h ∞ ∈ (0, h * ), then max 1≤i≤d β A i < 0 and zero is a uniformly exponentially stable equilibrium of x n+1 = Φ A (n; h)x n . If (2.5) sastisfies Assumption 3.2 and max 1≤i≤d µ i < 0, then there exists h * > 0 so that if h = {h n } ∞ n=0 is any sequence of step-sizes with h ∞ ∈ (0, h * ), then max 1≤i≤d µ A i < 0 and zero is an exponentially stable equilibrium of x n+1 = Φ A (n; h)x n .
has distinct eigenvalues with real part
Since D has distinct eigenvalues there exists a time-independent change of vari-
has an integral separation structure in a complex sense. Then the fact that x = L(t)Pz is a complex Lyapunov transformation implies that (1.1) has an integral separation structure.
Once again consider the solution of (1.1) by the first order implicit Euler method with constant step-size h 0 > 0. Since A(t) is bounded and continuous and (1.1) and has an integral separation structure, Theorem 3.4 implies that there exists h * > 0 so that if h 0 ∈ (0, h * ), then the endpoints of the Lyapunov spectrum of the discrete system (1.2) agree with those of the continuous system (1.1) to O(h 0 ) accuracy. Corollary 3.1 implies that there exists h * * ∈ (0, h * ) so that if h 0 ∈ (0, h * * ), then the Lyapunov and Sacker-Sell spectrum of (1.2) are less than zero and the numerical solution is uniformly exponentially decaying for all sufficiently small h 0 > 0.
We now discuss how to use the results of Theorem 3.4 to characterize the approximate average exponential growth/decay rates of (2.5) on the interval [t,t + ∆t].
Lemma 3.1 Assume that the ODE (2.5) satisfies Assumption 3.2. Let X(t) be a fundamental matrix solution of (2.5) and let X(t) = Q(t)R(t) be a QR factorization where Q(t) ∈ R d×d is orthogonal and R(t) ∈ R d×d is upper triangular with positive diagonal entries. The average exponential growth/decay rates of X(t) on the interval [t,t + ∆t] where t ≥ t 0 and ∆t > 0 are given by the following Steklov averages:
Proof Let t ≥ t 0 and ∆t > 0. Since X(t) = Q(t)R(t) and Q(t) is orthogonal the exponential growth/decay of X(t) on [t,t + ∆t] is given by the exponential growth/decay of R(t) on [t,t + ∆t]. We express R(t + ∆t) = R(t + ∆t,t)R(t) where R(τ,t) is the unique and upper triangular solution of the matrix ODE IVṖ
where I d is the d × d identity matrix. We can express R(t + ∆t,t) as 
where N (t + ∆t,t) ≤ K p(∆t) for some polynomial p(z) with p(0) = 0. Hence the average exponential growth/decay rates of X(t) on [t,t + ∆t] are given by the quantities
We can prove a result analagous to Lemma 3.1 for discrete systems (2.10) with a papproximate integral separation structure where exponentials of Steklov averages are replaced by the products of diagonal entries of the upper triangular factor R A (n; h) in a discrete QR iteration. Theorem 3.4 then implies that for sufficiently small stepsizes we have R A i,i (n; h) = e h n s i (t n ,h n ) + O( h p+1 ) and hence the average exponential growth/decay rate of fundamental matrix solutions of (2.10) are approximately (up to a term of the form O( h p+1 ∞ )) given by the Steklov averages (3.2). It follows that for sufficiently small step-sizes the approximate average exponential growth/decay of a numerical solution of (2.5) from time t n to t n+k for k ≥ 1 is given by the average exponential growth/decay rate on the interval [t n ,t n+k ] of the d real-valued scalar test problemsẏ
This local-in-time stability argument is especially important for applying the linear stability theory to nonlinear ODE IVPs where A(t) = D f (x(t; x 0 ,t 0 ),t) cannot be formed exactly. Regardless of the global error of x n from x(t n ; x 0 ,t 0 ) we can still approximately quantify the average exponential growth/decay rates of the numerical solution on the next time interval [t n ,t n+1 ] assuming that h n is sufficiently small.
Stability of the test problem
In this section we consider the numerical stability of a linear scalar test equatioṅ
where λ : (t 0 , ∞) → C is C p+1 and bounded with sup t≥t 0 |λ (t)| ≤ M for some M > 0. For full generality we consider the complex-valued case rather than the real-valued case justified in Section 3.1. The numerical solution of (3.3) by M using a sequence of step-sizes h = {h n } ∞ n=0 takes the form z n+1 = Φ λ (n; h)z n where Φ λ (n; h) ∈ C.
Theorem 3.5 Suppose that M is a Runge-Kutta method with local truncation error of order p ≥ 1 and λ (t) ∈ R for all t ≥ t 0 . Then, given any h 0 > 0 and any −α < 0 we can find λ (t) so that (3.3) has Sacker-Sell spectrum with right endpoint given by −α and the numerical solution ofẋ(t) = λ (t)x(t) using M with fixed step-size h 0 > 0 and initial condition x(t 0 ) = x 0 = 0 grows at an exponential rate.
Proof Let h 0 > 0 and −α < 0 be given. Let ξ (·) be the stability function of M . Since M has local truncation error of order p ≥ 1 there exists δ > 0 so that if r ∈ (0, δ ), then
) − α, and note that the right endpoint of the Sacker-Sell spectrum ofẋ = λ (t)x is −α. The numerical solution of (3.3) with the method M using the fixed step-size h 0 is
The geometric intuition for Theorem 3.5 is that time-dependent oscillations of hλ (t) into and out of the linear stability domain of a method can trigger instabilities in the numerical solution. The following proof of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 for scalar ODEs of the form (3.3) shows how we can control the accuracy of the Lyapunov and Sacker-Sell spectrum of the numerical solution using bounds on the local truncation error to guarantee exponential decay.
Proof (Proof of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 in one dimension)
Because the method M has local truncation error of order p ≥ 1 and λ (t) is bounded and C p+1 , there exists h * 1 > 0 so that if h = {h n } ∞ n=0 is any sequence of step-sizes with h ∞ ∈ (0, h * 1 ), then
Let h 2 ∈ (0, h * 1 ] be so small that if h = {h n } ∞ n=0 is any sequence of step-sizes with
, and n ≥ m ≥ 0, then (3.4) implies that
For any sequence of step-sizes h with h ∞ ∈ (0, h * 2 ) we have
, then the conclusions of Theorem 3.4 follow from inequalities (3.5) and (3.6). The conclusion of Theorem 3.3 follows by letting ε > 0 be given and then setting h * to be so small that if
From experience it is clear that certain subsets of A-stable Runge-Kutta methods, such as AN-and L-stable methods, have superior stability properties compared to other classes of implicit and explicit methods. For an AN-stable Runge-Kutta method M , if Re(λ (t)) ≤ 0 on some interval [τ 1 , τ 2 ], then |Φ λ (n; h)| ≤ 1 whenever t n ,t n+1 ∈ [τ 1 , τ 2 ]. We extend this type of analysis to methods that are not AN-stable. Fix a stepsize sequence h = {h} ∞ n=0 and for each n ≥ 0 consider the following associated mean autonomous ODE:ẇ
Suppose that the approximate solution of (3.3) at time t n is given by z n . Then the exact solutions of (3.3) and (3.7) with the initial condition z(t n ) = z n are the same:
The solution of (3.3) and (3.7) by M using the step-size h n are then given by
Since the exact solutions are the same, there exists h * > 0 so that if h ∈ (0, h * ), then
Equation (3.8) implies the following theorem.
Theorem 3.6 Let S be the linear stability region of a Runge-Kutta method M and let h n > 0. For each ε ∈ (0, 1) define S (ε) = {z ∈ S : |Ψ (z)| ≤ 1 − ε}. If there exists ε ∈ (0, 1) so that t n +h n t n λ (τ)dτ ∈ S (ε) and |Φ λ (n; h) −Ψ (h n ξ n )| ≤ ε, then |Φ λ (n; h)| ≤ 1. If there exists h > 0 and ε ∈ (0, 1) so that h n λ (t n + h n ) ∈ S (ε) for all h n ∈ (0, h), then there exists h * ∈ (0, h] so that if h n ∈ (0, h * ), then |Φ λ (n; h)| ≤ 1.
We close this section by remarking that we cannot extend equation (3.8) in a straightforward way to higher-dimensional problems since for d ≥ 2 the matrix exponential function e t tn A(τ)dτ is not in general a solution of (2.5) for t ≥ t n ≥ t 0 . It is necessary to employ a time-dependent change of variables to reduce the analysis of (2.5) to a scalar test problem of the form of (3.3).
Proof of the main results for linear ODEs
Let X(t) be any fundamental matrix solution of (2.5) and let X(t) = Q(t)R(t) be a QR factorization where Q(t) is orthogonal and R(t) is upper triangular with positive diagonal entries. Without loss of generality we can assume that Q(t) is the orthogonal matrix of the corresponding upper triangular ODE (3.1). For each n ≥ 0 let the transition matrix X(t,t n ) be the unique d × d matrix solution of the following matrix ODE IVP:
where Ψ (t) ∈ R d×d and I d is the d × d identity matrix. We can factor X(t n ) as
Similarly for each n ≥ 0 we let R(t,t n ) be the unique d × d matrix solution of the following matrix ODE IVP:
where Φ(t) ∈ R d×d . We can then factor R(t n ) as
Notice that we have X(t,t n ) = Q(t)R(t,t n )Q(t n ) T for n ≥ 0. The local error equations
and the definition F(h; n) := −E B (n; h) + Q(t n+1 ) T E A (n; h)Q(t n ) imply that
where F(n; h) ≤ L( E A (n; h) + E B (n; h) ) for some L > 0 since Q n and Q(t n ) are orthogonal. By the assumption made in Section 3, h ∞ is always such that Φ A (n; h) is invertible for all n ≥ 0 so we can let Q 0 := Q(t 0 ) and inductively form QR factorizations
where Q n is orthgonal and R A (n; h) is upper triangular with positive diagonal entries for all n ≥ 0. Combining (3.10) and (3.11) results in the equation
The Lyapunov and Sacker-Sell spectra of v n+1 = (Φ B (n; h)+F(n; h))v n and x n+1 = Φ A (n; h)x n coincide since x n = Q(t n )y n is a discrete Lyapunov transformation.
Proof (Proof of Theorem 3.3) By the estimates (3.5) and (3.6) in the proof of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 in one dimension, there exists h * 1 > 0 so small that if h is any sequence of step-sizes with h ∞ ∈ (0, h * 1 ), then
Let ε > 0 be given. By continuity of the Sacker-Sell spectrum there exists δ > 0 so that if F(n; h) < δ , then the endpoints of the Sacker-Sell spectrum of v n+1 = (Φ B (n; h) + F(n; h))v n (and hence of x n+1 = Φ A (n; h)x n ) satisfy
We can always bound F(n; h) < δ as follows. Since M has local truncation error of order p ≥ 1, we can choose h * 2 ∈ (0, h
. Then we can choose h * ∈ (0, h * 2 ] so small that F(n; h) < δ .
We assume for the remainder of this section that (2.5) satisfies Assumption 3.2. The proof of Theorem 3.4 is accomplished using several technical lemmas.
Lemma 3.2
There exists h * > 0 so that if h = {h n } ∞ n=0 is any sequence of step-sizes with h ∞ ∈ (0, h * ), then the system y n+1 = Φ B (n; h)y n has a p-approximate discrete integral separation structure.
Proof Given any sequence of step-sizes h = {h n } ∞ n=0 , the diagonal entries Φ B i,i (n; h) are such that y i n+1 = Φ B i,i (n; h)y i n are approximations to the scalar ODEẏ i = B i,i (t)y i with y i (t 0 ) = y i 0 using the method M . Because M has local truncation of order p and B(t) is bounded and C p+1 , there exists h * 1 > 0 so that if h is such that h ∞ < h * 1 , then
where E B l,l (n; h) = K B l (n; h)h p+1 n and sup n≥0 K B l (n; h) ≤ K B l < ∞ for l = 1, . . . , d. There exists h * 2 > 0 with h * 2 ∈ (0, h * 1 ] so that if h is such that h ∞ ∈ (0, h * 2 ), then we have inf n≥0 Φ B l,l (n; h) > 0 for l = 1, . . . , d and therefore if n ≥ m and i > j, then
Note that since inf n≥0 Φ B l,l (n; h) > 0 for l = 1, . . . , d and h ∈ (0, h * 2 ) it follows that {Φ B l,l (n; h) −1 } ∞ n=0 is uniformly bounded for l = 1, . . . , d. Since B(t) is bounded, for
Assumption 3.2 implies that if i > j, then B i,i and B j, j satisfy (2.8) or (2.9). Let IS be the set of all pairs of integers (i, j) with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ d and i > j so that B i,i and B j, j satisfy (2.8). If (i, j) ∈ IS, then (2.8), (3.12), (3.13), and
for all (i, j) ∈ IS. It then follows that if (i, j) ∈ IS and h ∞ ∈ (0, h * ), then Φ B i,i (n; h) and Φ B j, j (n; h) satisfy satisfy an inequality of the form (2.11). If (i, j) / ∈ IS so that B i,i and B j, j satisfy (2.9), then (3.12), (3.13) , and h ∞ < h * 3 imply that given ε > 0, there exists M i, j (ε) so that if n ≥ m, then
and it then follows that (2.12) is satisfied whenever h ∞ ∈ (0, h * ). Therefore, if h ∞ < h * , then inf n≥0 Φ B i,i (n; h) > 0 for n ≥ 0 and i = 1, . . . , d and conditions (2.11) and (2.12) are satisfied. It follows that y n+1 = Φ B (n; h)y n has a p-approximate discrete integral separation structure.
The size that h * > 0 must be taken in Lemma 3.2 depends on the integral separation through the inequality (3.14) and on the strength of growth/decay by enforcing that inf n≥0 Φ B i,i (n; h) > 0 for i = 1, . . . , d. Stronger integral separation between diagonal elements of B(t) (i.e. larger values of a i, j ) and larger values of | t n+1 t n B(τ)dτ)| require the smaller step-sizes to ensure the discrete system inherits these properties.
Lemma 3.3 There exists h
Proof Using Lemma 3.2 we can find h * 1 > 0 such that if h ∞ < h * 1 , then Φ B (n; h) has a p-approximate discrete integral separation structure and so that F(n; h) := −Q(t n+1 )F(n; h)Q(t n ) with F(n; h) = O(h p+1 n ). Theorem 2.7 implies that there exists an h * ∈ (0, h * 1 ], K > 0, and a sequence {Q n } ∞ n=0 with eachQ n ∈ R d×d orthogonal so that if h ∞ < h * , theñ
where E(n; h) = Q T n+1 F(n; h)Q n and G = sup n≥0 { F(n; h) , E(n; h) } = O(h p+1 n ).
It then follows that if h
Lemma 3.4 Suppose that the ODE (2.5) satisfies Assumption 3.2. Then, there exists h * > 0 so that if h ∞ ∈ (0, h * ), then u n+1 = R A (n; h)u n has a p-approximate integral separation structure.
Proof Combine Lemma 3.3 and the method used to prove Lemma 3.2.
We now complete the proof of Theorem 3.4. Let h * > 0 be so small that if h ∞ ∈ (0, h * ), then the conclusions of 
Nonlinear stability
Let M be a one-step method with local truncation error of order p ≥ 1. Consider the ODE (2.1) and assume that
For the remainder of this section we assume that x(t; x 0 ,t 0 ) is a bounded solution of (2.1) with initial condition x(t 0 ) = x 0 and also that the right end-point of the Sacker-Sell spectrum ofu = D f (x(t; x 0 ,t 0 ),t)u ≡ A(t)u of x(t; x 0 ,t 0 ) is −α < 0 so that x(t; x 0 ,t 0 ) is uniformly exponentially stable. We also assume that there exists h * > 0 so that if h ∞ ∈ (0, h * ), then the local truncation error of M applied to solve any IVP of (2.1) takes the form Cx (p+1) (ξ n ; x n ,t n )h p+1 n where x (p+1) is the (p + 1) st time-derivative, ξ n ∈ (t n ,t n+1 ), and C ∈ R.
Fix u 0 ∈ R d and t ≥ s ≥ t 0 . Let u(t) := x(t; u 0 , s) and x(t) := x(t; x 0 ,t 0 ). By Taylor expanding f (u(t),t) about x(t) we can express u(t) as
and where H f is the Hessian of f (x,t) with respect to x and a(u 0 ,t 0 ,t, s) is some point on the line segment between u(t) and x(t). Boundedness, uniform exponential stability of x(t; x 0 ,t 0 ), and the fact that
Theorem 4.1 Consider the numerical solution u n = u(n; u 0 ,t 0 , h) generated by approximating x(t; u 0 ,t 0 ) with the method M using the initial condition u 0 at initial time t 0 and let x n := x(t n ; u 0 ,t 0 ) for n ≥ 0. Given D > 0, there exists h * > 0 so that for each sequence of step-sizes h with h ∞ ∈ (0, h * ) there exists δ > 0 so that if u 0 − x 0 < δ , then sup n≥0 u n − x n ≤ D h p ∞ .
Proof By (4.1) and the assumption on the form of the local truncation error, there exists h * 1 > 0 so that if h ∞ ∈ (0, h * 1 ), then we have for some ξ (h n ) ∈ (t n ,t n+1 ):
Theorem 3.3 implies that there exists h * 2 , K, E A > 0 and γ ∈ (0, α) so that if
where sup n≥0 E A n ≤ E A and so that if n ≥ m, then ∏ m k=n Φ A (n; h) ≤ Ke −γ(t n −t m ) . If y n := u n − x n , then {y n } n n=0 satisfies a difference equation of the form y n+1 = a n y n + b n where a n = Φ A (n; h) and b n is defined as the remainder of the right-hand side of (4.3). The discrete variation of parameters formula implies that if n > 0, then
and
For each sequence of step-sizes with h ∞ < h * we let δ := min{δ M , D h p ∞ 2(K+1) }. We now complete the proof with an induction on n. The base case n = 0 is satisfied
and therefore by (4.5) and the induction hypothesis, for i = 0, . . . , n − 1 we have
, inequality (4.4), and inf n≥0 h n > 0 imply that
. Let u n := u(n; u 0 ,t 0 , h) and w n := u(n; x 0 ,t 0 , h) denote the numerical approximations of x(t; u 0 ,t 0 ) and x(t; x 0 ,t 0 ) generated by the method M with the sequence of step-sizes h = {h n } ∞ n=0 . Given any γ ∈ (0, α), there exists h * > 0, K > 0, and δ > 0 so that if h is a sequence of stepsizes with h ∞ ∈ (0, h * ) and n ≥ m ≥ 0, then u n − w n ≤ Ke −γ(t n −t m ) u m − w m .
Proof As in the derivation of Equation (4.3) , there exists h * 1 > 0 so that if h ∞ ∈ (0, h * ), then
The result then follows by combining Theorem 4.2 with the bounds (4.2) and the discrete Gronwall inequality.
Applications
In this section we apply the theoretical results from Sections 3 and 4 to develop a time-dependent stiffness indicator and a one-step method that switches between implicit and explicit Runge-Kutta methods. We denote Runge-Kutta methods by RK(ν-p-p) where RK is an identifying string, ν is the number of stages, p is the order of the method, andp is the order of the embedded method. We give Butcher tableaux and discuss the accuracy and stability properties of the methods we use in the Appendix.
All the experiments in this section were conducted using a solver odeqr implemented in MATLAB. This solver forms an approximate solution using a Runge-Kutta method with the capability of switching between different methods at each step. In odeqr the step-size is either constant or adaptive where an initial step-size guess is reduced by increments of 25% until a tolerance is satisfied. For an implicit method odeqr solves the nonlinear stage value equations using Newton's method with an option for using exact and inexact Jacobians using the previous solution step as initial guess and an error tolerance of 10 −12 .
Test ODEs
In this section we discuss the four ODEs used in our experiments in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. The first ODE we consider is Equation (1.1) with λ 1 = 0.1, λ 2 = −0.2, β 0 = 1000.0, β 1 = 0.001, a 1 = a 2 = 2π, and initial condition x(0) = (1, −1) T .
The second ODE we consider is the so-called "compost bomb instability". We use the form of the equations appearing on page 1245 of [3] :
The parameters represent various physically and biologically relevant quantities with r = 0.01, α = ln(2.5)/10, λ = 5.049×10 6 , A = 3.9×10 7 , Π = 1.055, and ε = 0.064. As in [3] we use a sixth order approximation to e αT . We use the initial condition T (0) = 8.15, C(0) = 50.0, T a (0) = 0.0 and parameter values ν = 0.09 and ν = 0.3. For these parameters and this initial condition the solution of (5.1) exhibits singleand double-spike excitable responses which generate time-intervals over which the solution is very stiff [3] .
The third equation we consider is the forced Van der Pol equation [41] expressed as a first order ODE in two dimensional phase space:
We use the initial condition (x 1 (0), x 2 (0)) T = (0, 2) T , µ = 100, and ω = A = 1. For our fourth example we first consider (see [2, 28, 31] ) the one-dimensional FitzhughNagumo partial differential equation (PDE):
with Neumann-type boundary conditions u x (0,t) = 0 = u x (1,t) and v x (0,t) = v x (1,t) and with φ given by φ (r) = −2r 3 + 6r and δ , α, ε > 0. We construct a system of ODEs by taking a uniform spatial discretization of (5.3) with x j = j/J ≡ j∆ x for j = 0, . . . , J and the following finite difference approximation to ∆ u(x j ,t) which takes into account the boundary conditions:
where u j (t) ≈ u(x j ,t) for j = 0, . . . , J and ∆ x = 1/J. This leads to our fourth ODE which is the following (2J + 2)-dimensional Fitzhugh-Nagumo system:
For parameter values we take ε = 0.1, α = 0.3, δ = 0.01, and J = 14 and for the initial condition we use u j (0) = sin(0.5π j∆ x) and v j (0) = cos(0.5π j∆ x) for j = 0, . . . , J.
Nonautonomous stiffness detection
In this section we develop a method for stiffness detection based on approximating Steklov averages as defined in Equation (3.2). Assume that (2.5) satisfies Assumption 3.2. The conclusion of Lemma 3.1 implies that the Steklov averages (3.2) of a corresponding upper triangular ODE measure average exponential growth/decay rates of solutions of (2.5) on the interval [t,t + ∆t]. For a randomly chosen orthogonal Q(t 0 ) = Q 0 ∈ R d×d the Steklov averages of the corresponding upper triangular ODEẏ = B(t)y with initial orthogonal factor Q 0 tend to order themselves so that s 1 (t, ∆t) corresponds to the right-most spectral interval and s d (t, ∆t) corresponds to the left-most spectral interval [19] . This motivates using the following as a stiffness indicator:
If S(t, ∆t) is large in absolute value, then we expect that the problem is stiff and if S(t, ∆t) is near zero, then we expect that the problem is nonstiff. We remark that in general s 1 (t, ∆t) > s d (t, ∆t) holds on average, but does not hold point-wise; for sufficiently large ∆t the quantities s 1 (t, ∆t) and s d (t, ∆t) become approximations to respectively the right and left end-points of the Lyapunov and Sacker-Sell spectra. We now discuss how to approximate S(t, ∆t) along a sequence of time-steps h = {h n } ∞ n=0 . Consider the numerical solution x n+1 = Φ A (n; h)x n of (2.5) using a one-step method M with local truncation error of order p ≥ 1. We first approximate s 1 (t n , h n ) as follows. Given an initial q 0 ∈ R d with q 0 2 = 1 ( · 2 is the Euclidean 2-norm) we inductively form v n := Φ A (n; h)q n followed by normalization: q n+1 := v n / v n 2 and R A 1,1 (n; h) := v n 2 . We approximate s 1 (t n , h n ) by σ 1 (n) := ln(R A 1,1 (n; h))/h n which is justified since Theorem 3.4 implies that s 1 (t n , h n ) = σ 1 (n) + O( h p ∞ ) for sufficiently small h ∞ . We approximate s d (t n , h n ) by applying the same method used to approximate s 1 (t n , h n ) to the adjoint equationẋ = −A(t) T x. This is justified since the left end-points of the Lyapunov and Sacker-Sell spectra of the adjoint equation are the right end-points of the Lyapunov and Sacker-Sell spectra of (2.5).
Our approximation of S(t, ∆t) along a sequence of time-steps {h n } ∞ n=0 using window length w ≥ 0 and n ≥ w is defined as as
For IVPs of nonlinear ODEs we compute SI(n, w) by forming A(t) := D f (x(t; x 0 ,t 0 ),t) at the approximate solution values.
For an implicit method, forming Φ A (n; h) exactly requires solving a linear system of equations. To avoid this we instead formΦ A (n; h) = Φ A (n; h) + O( h q ∞ ) where q = min{p + 1, 3} at each implicit time-step whereΦ A (n; h) is formed by applying the explicit 2nd order method HEU(2-2-1) toẋ = A(t)x. The structure of HEU(2-2-1) also allows us to avoid approximating A(t) with stage values whose order of approximation is much lower than the order of the method.
In addition to our Steklov average based method we implement the stiffness indicator, denoted as σ [A(t)], that was introduced in Definition 4.1 of [11] that is formulated in terms of the logarithmic norm of the Hermitian part He[A(t)] := (A(t) + A(t) T )/2 of A(t). To simplify the computation of σ [A(t)] we assume that we are using the Euclidean 2-norm. As noted in [11] this implies that σ [A(t)] equals the smallest eigenvalue of He[A(t)] subtracted from the largest eigenvalue of He[A(t)].
In general we cannot expect any relation between SI(n, w) and σ [A(t n ))] as exemplified in Figure 5 .1. However, we can characterize when these two indicators should be close to equal. Assume w = 0 and note that for any bounded and continuous A(t) we have X(t n+1 ,t n ) = e t n+1 tn
where X(t;t n ) is the solution of (3.9). Hence, if X(t n+1 ;t n ) is well-conditioned for eigenvalue computations (such as when A(t n ) is normal and h n is small), then the logarithms of the real parts of the eigenvalues of Φ A (n; h) divided by h n should be approximately equal to the average of the eigenvalues of He[A(t)] for t ∈ [t n ,t n+1 ]. Forming σ 1 (n) and σ d (n) is equivalent to performing one step of power iteration to approximate the real parts of the eigenvalues of Φ A (n; h) and the associated adjoint coefficient matrix followed by taking logarithms and division by h n . If the largest (in terms of absolute value) eigenvalue of He[A(t)] is significantly larger than the next, then power iteration converges rapidly implying that a single step of power iteration applied to He[A(t n )] should be approximately the logarithm of a single step of power iteration applied to Φ A (n; h) divided by h n . The same statement holds for the adjoint coefficient matrix and the smallest eigenvalue of He[A(t)]. It follows that SI(n, w) and σ [A(t n ))] should be close when h ∞ is small, w ≈ 0, A(t)A(t) T − A(t) T A(t) ≈ 0, and the largest eigenvalues of A(t n ) and −A(t n ) T dominate over the next largest. We now highlight the advantages of computing SI(n, w) over σ [A(t n )]. We first note that approximating σ [A(t n )] is norm dependent [11] while SI(n, w) is not. Accurately approximating SI(n, w) depends on integral separation which is expected to be strong in a stiff IVP and does not require that A(t n ) or He[A(t n )] be normal or well-conditioned for eigenvalue computations. For small w, forming SI(n, w) is less expensive than σ [A(t n )], since forming SI(n, w) essentially requires only a single step of power iteration applied to Φ A (n; h) and the associated adjoint coefficient matrix followed by taking logarithms and a linear combination of 2w terms, whereas forming σ [A(t n )] requires at least one step of power iteration or some other method for approximating eigenvalues. This cost advantage is important in the next section where fast and accurate approximations to σ 1 (n) and σ d (n) are needed at each step.
We compare the performance of SI(n, w) 2, and 5.3, our approximation to SI(n, w) is more sensitive to changes in the step-size even over intervals where the solution is nonstiff. The 2D linear ODE (1.1) provides a clear example where the performance of SI(n, w) is superior to that of σ [A(t n )], with SI(n, w) detecting intervals over which the solver takes smaller and larger time-steps where A(t) is respectively more or less non-normal, while σ [A(t n )] is approximately constant at all time-steps. The window length w of SI(n, w) is chosen to produce smooth plots. The values |SI(n, w)| and |σ [A(t n )]| are plotted since it is absolute values rather than sign that indicate stiffness.
QR implicit-explicit Runge-Kutta methods
Consider an explicit Runge-Kutta method RKex(ν-p-p) and an implicit Runge-Kutta method RKim(ν-p-p). We construct a one-step method with local truncation error of order p, denoted as RKex(ν-p-p)-RKim(ν-p-p)), that switches between using the implicit and explicit Runge-Kutta methods as follows. At time-step t n we Stepsize vs time Stepsize vs time Stepsize vs time Stepsize vs time form σ 1 (n) and σ 2 (n) as described in Section 5.2. If σ 1 (n) is too small and negative or if σ 2 (n) is too large and positive, then we use the implicit scheme, otherwise we use the explicit scheme. More precisely we use the explicit scheme if σ 1 (n) ≤ d 1 H 0 and σ 2 (n) ≥ d 2 H 0 where d 1 and d 2 are chosen according to the right and left endpoints of the linear stability domains of RKex(ν-p-p) and RKim(ν-pp) and the quantity H 0 is a parameter specifying the minimum allowable step-size restriction due to time-dependent stability that will be tolerated. We refer to such implicit-explicit switching methods as QR-IMEX-RK methods and implement them with odeqr.
We approximate the parameter H 0 as follows. Pick an interval over which the approximate solution is non-stiff. Over this interval compute the mean step-size h m and set H 0 = h m α where α > 0 is a factor specifying the tolerance for how small the stability step-size restriction is relative to the mean non-stiff step-size.
The compost bomb results (Table 5. We now discuss the results (Table 5. 3) of the discretized Fitzhugh-Nagumo PDE (5.4). As the error tolerances are decreased the problem becomes stiffer leading to more uses of the implicit method by the QR-IMEX-RK methods. The results in Table  5 .3 show that at medium-low tolerances (TOL = 10 −4 , 10 −6 ) the explicit method Mfhn1 and the QR-IMEX-RK methods Mfhn2, Mfhn3, and Mfhn4 have about the same mean step-size and very few implicit steps are taken by the QR-IMEX-RK methods. When tighter tolerances are used (TOL = 10 −8 , 10 −10 ) the problem is much stiffer and the QR-IMEX-RK solvers Mfhn2 and Mfhn3 whose implicit methods are L-stable are able to take larger time-steps on average than the explicit method Mfhn1 or the QR-IMEX-RK method Mfhn4 (which is not AN-or L-stable) at a cost of using more function and Jacobian calls than Mfhn1. The implicit method of Mfhn4 is not AN-or L-stable and it never performs much better than the explicit method Mfhn1 in terms of average step-size or number of function evaluations. This suggests that it is inadvisable to use an implicit method which is not AN-or L-stable as the implicit method in a QR-IMEX-RK method. Notice that although Mfhn2 and Mfhn3 are able to take larger step-sizes on average than Mfhn1 for TOL = 10 −8 , 10 −10 the additional implicit time-steps cost more in terms of function and Jacobian evaluations, linear solves, and the overhead associated with forming σ 1 (n) and σ 2 (n) at each time-step. Table 5.3 Table of 
Afterword
We have used QR approximation theory for Lyapunov and Sacker-Sell spectra to develop a time-dependent stability theory for one-step methods approximating timedependent solutions to nonlinear and nonautonomous ODE IVPs. This theory was used to justify characterizing the stability of a one-step method solving an ODE IVP with real-valued, scalar, nonautonomous linear test equations. In the companion paper [40] we use invariant manifold theory for nonautonomous difference equations to prove the existence of an underlying one-step method for general linear methods solving time-dependent problems. This is then used to extend our analysis of one-step methods to general linear methods. It should also be possible to extend the theory developed in this paper to infinite dimensional IVPs (using the infinite dimensional QR approximation theory developed in [4] ) arising from PDEs where the step-size restriction will in general be replaced by a time-dependent CFL condition.
Detecting, quantifying, and understanding stiffness has the been a major research focus of the time discretization community for the past 60 years. The methods we have developed in this work can be advantageous for problems with e,g. non-normal Jacobians where standard stiffness detection techniques, such as those using logarithmic norms or time-dependent eigenvalues, can potentially fail. Our techniques are justifiable in terms of Lyapunov and Sacker-Sell spectral theory and at a low computational cost produce qualitatively the same information in situations where existing methods are effective and meaningful information where existing methods are ineffective. In addition to providing quantitative information about stiffness, the QR and Steklov average based approach can provide other relevant information since the same quantities are used to estimate Lyapunov exponents and Sacker-Sell spectra.
Appendix
We present Butcher tableaux for the various Runge-Kutta methods used in Section 5 and state their stability and accuracy properties. Methods are written in the form c A p b T pb T where A is the Runge-Kutta matrix with coefficient vectors c and b. The integer p denotes the order of the method used to update the approximate solution andp denotes the order of the embedding method used to estimate the local error. [34] and SDIRK(4-2-3) method (right) [12] . For SDIRK(3-2-3) both the 3rd order method and the 2nd order embedding are A-stable. For SDIRK(4-2-3) the 3rd order method is A-stable and L-stable while the 2nd order embedding is A-stable. 
